APOTELESMATICA 2. (1) 14–140:
SOURCES AND MODELS*
The Apotelesmatica transmitted to us under the name of
Manetho is a compilation of hexameter astronomical poetry dated
in the imperial period. Books 2, 3 and 6 constitute a complete poem
and, according to the horoscope the author gives for himself
(6.738–50), it has been calculated that he was born in A. D. 80.1 The
author based his long poem on the work of Dorotheus of Sidon, an
astronomical treatise, also in hexameter verse, which was used as a
source by various writers in the following centuries.2 Lines 1–17
*) I would like to thank the anonymous referee and the Editor of Rheinisches
Museum Prof. Dr. Bernd Manuwald for their useful and constructive comments on
the present article.
1) See N. Hopkinson, Greek Poetry of the Imperial Period (Cambridge 1994)
204 f., T. Barton, Ancient Astrology (London 1994) 58. The following books and
articles are cited by author (and date) in the paper: G. Aujac, Sphère céleste et constellations chez Eudoxe, Aratos, Hipparque, Ptolemée, in: Les Astres, Actes
du colloque international de Montpellier 1995, ed. B. Bakhouche, A. Moreau,
J.-C. Turpin (Montpellier 1996) 209–26, ead., La Sphéropée, ou la mécanique au service de la découverte du monde and Globes célestes en Grèce ancienne, in: ead., La
Sphère, instrument au service de la découverte du monde (Caen 1993) 157–71 and
215–22 respectively, A. le Bœuffle, Germanicus, Les Phénomènes d’Aratos (Paris
1975), id., Hygin, L’astronomie (Paris 1983), J. Gronovius, Manethonis Apotelesmaticorum libri sex (Leiden 1698), H. G. Gundel, Zodiakos (Mainz am Rhein 1992),
D. Kidd, Aratus: Phaenomena (Cambridge 1997; the translation of the Aratean passages in this paper are taken from his edition), F. Lassere, Die Fragmente des Eudoxos von Knidos (Berlin 1966; Eudoxus’ fragments are quoted from this edition),
A. Koechly, Arati Phaenomena et Prognostica, Pseudo-Manethonis et Maximi
Carmina Astrologica, in: Poetae Bucolici et Didactici (Paris 1851), E. Maass, Commentariorum in Aratum Reliquiae (Berlin 1898, repr. 1958), D. Pingree, Dorothei
Sidonii Carmen Astrologicum (Leipzig 1976), A. M. Salvini, Manetone Degli effetti
delle stele (Florence 1976), A. Schlachter, Der Globus: seine Entstehung und Verwendung in der Antike (Leipzig/Berlin 1927), G. Thiele, Antike Himmelsbilder
(Berlin 1898), M. L. West, Hesiod, Theogony (Oxford 1966). The text of PseudoManetho’s is that of A. Koechly, Manethoniana (Leipzig 1858); on a couple of instances I propose corrections (although in various other points Koechly’s readings
can be disputed as well: the critical edition of the passage under discussion, however,
would be out of the scope of the present paper). The English translation is my own.
2) See Barton 58, Pingree xi. Dorotheus’ floruit can be placed, according to
information given in the work, between A. D. 25 and 75, see Pingree x. The know-
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are an introduction to the work, briefly displaying the celestial
bodies, Sun, Moon, fixed stars and planets. In line 14 the author
introduces the five planets whose phases and powers will constitute the theme of his epic and proceeds with the presentation of the
sphere: axis, poles, celestial circles (18–140), before entering the
main field of his interest, the astrological discussion. The present
paper focuses on lines 14–140, as these convey the astronomical
information which enables us to examine them with reference to
scientific sources. More specifically the discussion intends to
demonstrate the influence of Aratus’ Phaenomena on these lines,
and will also trace, to the extent that the extant evidence renders it
possible, the poet’s use of other sources for the presentation of the
constellations in them.
The author is inspired by Aratus, deviating from the presentation of the constellations in his model, however, in numerous
details; it will be shown that for the composition of this part of his
poem Pseudo-Manetho used a globe, like many astronomical
authors of Antiquity.3 The unremitting popularity of the usage of
globes even in later times is most eloquently expressed by the
rewriting of the Aratean lines about the constellations of the three
celestial circles (tropic of Cancer and Capricorn, Equator) by the
Byzantine scholar Maximus Planudes (1255–1305), in his revision
ledge of Dorotheus is evident for instance in Hephestion Thebaeus, who composed
three books of Apotelesmatica at c. A. D. 415, Rhetorius Aegyptius, various Byzantine astrologers, see Pingree xii f.
3) For a discussion of this likelihood for Manilius, Germanicus, Hyginus,
Achilles, among others, see Thiele 45 ff., Schlachter 23, 27 ff., le Bœuffle (1975) xxii,
id. (1983) x ff. Statues, coins, gems and other works of art depicting globes have survived, see Gundel passim: for the first century B. C. to first century A. D. for instance 281 n. 264, 291 n. 329, 293 n. 314, and passim. For a discussion of the
sphaeropoiia in Antiquity see Aujac (1993, La Sphéropée) 157–71. A whole marble
globe in a relatively good condition, with the celestial circles and the constellations
on them in relief is the Atlas Farnese globe, an Adrian-age copy of an original of
the third quarter of the first century B. C., see Thiele Taf. II–VI, Gundel 204,
207 n. 8. Thiele has argued that it is Hipparchus’ globe that the artist of the globe
Farnese copied or at least based his work on, see Thiele 27 ff. For the popularity of
globes and other artefacts representing the sky in Antiquity, cf. for instance the epigram which accompanies the celestial globe the poet Leonidas of Alexandria offers
to Poppaea (AP 9.355) and the pair of cups decorated with constellations offered as
a present to Piso (Antip. Thess. AP 9.541), with the help of which the receiver “no
longer needs to look up Aratus”, l. 5. Ancient sources again state, inter alia, that
globes where indeed necessary for the readers’ understanding of Aratus, see
Schlachter 21 ff.
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of the Aratean text, based on the globe of the 2nd c. A. D. mathematician Ptolemy, according to Triclinius’ testimony.4 At the same
time, Pseudo-Manetho is composing a didactic poem; he uses epic
vocabulary in the characteristic, for Hellenistic and later poetry,
practice of imitation with variation. Thus specific and elegantly
allusive references to Homer and Hesiod can be traced in the
Apotelesmatica, such that reveal a thorough and detailed knowledge of the old poetry.
The poet is devoting his work to the description of the Sun
and Moon and the five p l a n e t s : in this way he ‘completes’ Aratus’ work, which referred only to the f i x e d s t a r s . The imitation
of Aratus extends to the level of concept and purpose. Aratus
turned Eudoxus’ astronomical work into hexameter verse; PseudoManetho also bases his work (although with probably a lesser dependence) on a previous treatise, that of Dorotheus, which was
however a hexameter poem as well.5 The second (first) book of the
Apotelesmatica is ordered thus:
1–17: brief presentation of the subject of the poem, the Sun,
the Moon and the five planets; 18–26: the rotating sky, its axes and
poles; 27–56: brief presentation of the nine celestial circles, seven
invisible (the northern circle, the summer tropic, the equator, the
winter tropic, the southern circle, the Horizon and the Meridian)
and two visible (the Galaxy and the Zodiac); 57–140: detailed presentation of the nine circles and the stars each one has; 141–502
(main theme): discussion of the seven planets, their phases and
powers.
The part under discussion of Pseudo-Manetho’s poem runs
thus:
The Five Planets
P°nte dÉ êrÉ ést°rew o‰oi égauÒtatoi diå kÊklou
ZvdiakoË plãzontai émeibÒmenoi katå kÒsmon
éllÆktvw, oÓw fËla brot«n ÙnÒmhnan élÆtaw,
t«n m¢n dØ metÒpisye f¤l˙ memnÆsomÉ éoidª.
The Axis
MakrÚw dÉ aÔ diå m°ssou §lÆlatai oÈranoË êjvn,
éstemfÆw, ˆssoisin ırvm°nƒ éprot¤optow,
˘w per‹ pçn ga¤hw te ka‹ étrug°tou diå pÒntou
Œka dihnek°vw dineÊmenow oÈk épolÆgei.

15

20

4) See further Kidd 55 ff.
5) “Manetho . . . Dorothei doctrinas multis versibus explicare conatus est”,
Pingree xi.
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The Poles
ToË d¢ dÊv pÒloi eﬁs‹ katantip°rhn ésãleutoi,
The Northern Pole
˘w m¢n §p‹ krueroË Bor°v pnoiªsin érhr≈w
Ursa Minor
ka‹ kefal∞w égxoË bai∞w kunosour¤dow ÖArktou,
The Southern Pole
êllow dÉ §n dier“ NÒtƒ ·statai: éllÉ ı m¢n ÍcoË
ke›tai ÍperxyÒniow, NÒtiow dÉ é¤dhlow ÍpÉ a‰an.
KÊkloi dÉ aÔ pollo‹ ka‹ épe¤ritoi oÈranoË e‡sv
dineËntai, toÁw aÈtÚw ée‹ sfa¤rhw strofãliggi
teÊxei •lissom°nvn êstrvn katÉ épe¤riton o‰mon.
T«n d° te pãntvn eﬁs‹ pan°joxoi §nn°a kÊkloi,
doio‹ m¢n prot¤opti ﬁdÉ Ùfyalmo›sin ırhto¤,
oﬂ dÉ êlloi mÆti merÒpvn prap¤sin te nohto¤.
ÜEptÉ éÛde›w m¢n ¶asin ﬁdÉ §n fres‹ moËnon ırhto¤,
éllÆloiw d¢ parablÆdhn strvf≈menoi aﬁe¤:
(The Northern Circle)
˘w m¢n går pr«tow *
*
*
*
*
* pÒlou dineÊmenow ÍcoË,
˜nte BÒreion f«tew §p¤klhsin kal°ousin:
( T h e Tr o p i c o f C a n c e r )
tÚn d¢ m°ta tropikÚw y°reow purilamp°ow Àrhw
g¤netai: *
*
*
*
(The Equator)
te¤nontai mesãtoio, diÉ o yoÚn ërma tita¤nvn
‡shn ÉH°liow teÊxei nÊktÉ êmbroton ±o›:
( T h e Tr o p i c o f C a p r i c o r n )
t“ dÉ ¶pi xeimer¤oio trop∞w kÊklow §stÆriktai:
(The Southern Circle)
•je¤hw dÉ §p‹ t“ NÒtiow p°lei, o =ã te baiØn
frãzeo mo›ran Ïperye, tÚ går pl°on ¶syÉ ÍpÚ ga›an:
toÁw d¢ m°souw t°mnousi dÊv kÊkloi êjonow aÈtoË
êkrhw érxÒmenoi koruf∞w: aÈto¤ ge m¢n êmfv
éllÆlouw êxriw Not¤ou t°mnousi pÒloio,
(The Horizon)
˘w m¢n §n‹ ynhto›si kaloÊmenow ÙryÚn ÑOr¤zvn,
(The Meridian)
˘w d¢ MeshmbrinÚw ÍcoË êkrhw kurtoÊmenow a‡yrhw.
ÉAmfÒteroi dÉ êra to¤ge pÒlvn ¶ntosyen §Òntew
§ntÚw §°rgousin d¤nhn perike¤menoi êstrvn.
O·de m¢n §n prap¤dessin érifrad°ew tel°yousin
gn≈sasyai kÊkloi. ToÁw dÉ aÔyÉ •t°rouw ka‹ §pÉ ˆssoiw
derkÒmeyÉ, eÔtÉ ín ga›an §pitr°x˙ émbros¤h nÊj,
(The Galaxy)
tÚn m¢n ‡son xroiª leuk“ fa¤nonta gãlakti,
(The Zodiac)
tÚn dÉ ÍpÚ deikÆloisi du≈deka pamfa¤nonta
ZvdiakÒn: lojo‹ dÉ §pamoibad‹w §z≈santo
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oÈranÚn émfÒteroi d¤xa t°mnont°w sfeaw aÈtoÊw.
ÑEptå dÉ êrÉ, Àsper prÒsyen ée¤samen, eﬁs‹n êÛstoi
ka‹ moËnon pukinªsin §n‹ fres‹n •sth«tew,
oÏneken oÈ z≈vn morfa›w ılko›w te faeino›w
oÈd¢ m¢n oÈ xroiªsi diãkritoi eﬁsorÒvntai,
éllÉ aÏtvw d¤n˙sin ÙÛÒmeyã sfeaw êstrvn
kukloËsyai, tãper aÈtÚw éteirØw aﬁ¢n égine›
oÈranÚw §n strofãliggi per‹ xyÒna d›an •l¤ssvn.
The Northern Circle
âH går dØ tÚn m°n te BorÆion ést°rew ÖArktou
Ursa Major
me¤zonow, ∂n ÑEl¤khn naËtai nh«n ÙnÒmhnan,
émfixarãssontai =o¤zƒ strvf≈menoi aﬁe¤,
o·te oﬂ ékrotãtoisi fae¤nontai per‹ poss¤n:
Bootes
êntuj dÉ aÔ kÊkloio m°shn diå xe›ra Bo≈tou
The Serpent
t°mnei ÍpÉ égk«now skaioË, kefal∞w te Drãkontow
Cepheus
ékrotãthw caÊei, st°rnon yÉ Ïpo Khf°ow e‰sin
Cassiepeia
ka‹ klein∞w élÒxoio para‹ pos‹ Kassiepe¤hw.
T h e Tr o p i c o f C a n c e r
kÊklow dÉ, ˜ste tr°pei y°reow purilamp°ow Àrhn,
ést°ri dineÊonti perigrãfetai katÉ ÖOlumpon
Kark¤nou Ùgdoãthw mo¤rhw ¶pi pamfa¤nonti:
The Crab
ke›tai d¢ tmÆgvn m°sson diå Kark¤non aÈtÒn,
The Lion
janyÆn tÉ aÈxen¤hn xa¤thn xaropo›o L°ontow,
The Serpent, Ophiouchus
spe›rãn te pr≈thn ÖOfiow, briaroË tÉ ÉOfioÊxou
The Bird
Ömouw, ÖOrniyÒw te d°rhn tanusipterÊgoio,
v
The Horse
ka‹ pÒdaw ÑIppe¤ouw, xeirÒw tÉ égk«na bore¤ou
Andromeda
ÉAndrom°dhw, karpÒn te xerÚw laiØn d° te knÆmhn
Perseus, the Charioteer
Pers°ow, ÍstãtiÒn te podÚw y°nar ÑHniÒxoio,
The Twins
ka‹ briar«n DidÊmvn dÊo sÁn xe¤ressi kãrhna.
The Equator
aÈtår ﬁshmerinÒn tiw •“ frãssaitÉ §n‹ yum“
The Ram
ést°row §k mesãtoio xarassÒmenon Krio›o,
The Bull
ke›yen dÉ aÔ parameibÒmenon TaÊrou pÒdaw êkrouw,
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Orion
ka‹ kalØn z≈nhn yhroktÒnou ÉVr¤vnow,
Hydra, Creter
ÜUdrhw yÉ ılkÚn épeires¤hw, Krht∞rã te m°sson,
•j∞w dÉ ékrotãtou stolmoË caÊontÉ §ratein∞w
The Virgin
Pary°nou, ﬁobÒlou te di¢k xhl∞w perÒvnta
The Claws, Ophiouchus
Skorp¤ou, ﬁgnÊaw te diakr¤nontÉ ÉOfioÊxou,
The Horse
ka‹ xa¤thw êkrhw §paf≈menon »k°ow ÜIppou,
The Fishes
m°sson tÉ émfot°roisin §n ÉIxyÊsi dineÊonta.
T h e Tr o p i c o f C a p r i c o r n
Xeimer¤ou d¢ trop∞w kÊklon yooË Aﬁgoker∞ow
Capricorn, the Waterpourer, the Monster
sk°pteo pår m°ssoio diekperÒvntÉ §p‹ goËna
émfÒterÉ ÑUdroxÒou, ka‹ KÆteow eﬁnal¤oio
The Hare
oÈrÆn, ±d¢ LagvoË épÚ st°rnvn §p‹ m°ssa
The Dog, Argo
nissÒmenon, pr≈touw te pÒdaw KunÒw, ±d¢ ka‹ ÉArgoËw
pontopÒrou t°mnonta diÉ aﬁy°row êkra kÒrumba,
The Centaur
KentaÊrou tÉ vÖmouw not¤ouw, k°ntron tÉ Ùloo›o
Scorpio, the Archer
Skorp¤ou, ±d¢ biÚn st°rnvn m°ta Tojeut∞row.
The Southern Circle
TÚn dÉ êra dØ nÒtion, meyÉ ˘n oÈk°ti f°ggow ırçtai
êstrvn ényr≈poiw, o„ dØ xyÒna tÆnde n°montai,
The Centaur
ıplªsin K°ntaurow ÍpÚ sfet°r˙si xarãssei,
Argo
phdãliÒn te neÒw, tØn ékrotãt˙si kamoËsa
Phl¤ou §n korufa›w Pallåw y°tÉ énÉ éstrãsin ÉArg≈.
Oﬂ d¢ dÊv, to¤per te pÒlƒ diapeira¤nontai,
éstemfe›w •stçsi ka‹ éklin°ew per‹ kÒsmon,
pãntvn deikÆlvn aﬁe‹ §paf≈menoi ılkoË:
The Meridian
˘w m¢n gãr yÉÍcoË yooË oÈranoË §stÆriktai
±–hn o‰mon ka‹ de¤elon ÉHel¤oio
kr¤nvn ka‹ ynhto›sin êgvn baiØn lÊsin ¶rgvn:
The Horizon
˘w d¢ peristr°fetai pÊmaton pÒnton te ka‹ a‰an
fa¤nvn éntol¤aw, dÊsiãw yÉ ÍpÚ b°nyesi keÊyvn,
˜w =ã yÉ ÑOr¤zvn kÊklow ÍpÉ ényr≈pvn pefãtistai,
oÏneka mhk¤sthn ˆssvn §pit°mnei ÙpvpÆn.
The Galaxy
ÑOlkÚw dÉ aÔte Galaj¤ev baiª m¢n ırçtai
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lampetÒvn mo¤r˙, tÚ d° oﬂ pl°on §st‹n émaurÒn:
guroËtai dÉ ÍcoË m¢n §p‹ pnoia›w Bor°ao
Cassiepeia
§n yrÒnƒ •zom°nhw goÊnvn êxri Kassiepe¤hw,
Cepheus, the Bird
pår kefalØn Khf∞ow: ı dÉ ÖOrniyow pterå t°mnei,
The Eagle, the Bow
AﬁhtoË te m°son, ka‹ TÒjvn êgxi kor≈nhw
Scorpio
ékrÒtaton neËron, yhrÚw fon¤oiÒ te k°ntron,
The Altar, the Centaur
±d¢ YutÆrion êkron ﬁdÉ ıplåw KentaÊroio
t°ssaraw: §k dÉ êra ke›yen én°rxetai §k Bor°ao
Argo
êcorrow diå NhÚw émeibÒmenow katå prÊmnhn,
The Twins, Orion
ka‹ knÆmaw DidÊmvn, koruf∞w yÉ Ïper ÉVr¤vnow,
The Charioteer
ka‹ gÒnayÉ ÑHniÒxou, gounÒw tÉ ¶pi gorgofÒnoio
Perseus
dejiteroË Pers∞ow, ˘ dØ t°tayÉ Àste y°ontow.
The Zodiac
ZvdiakÚw dÉ, ˜sper te katÉ oÈranÚn ¶pleto pãntvn
eÈtroxãlvn kÊklvn mãlÉ égauÒtatow ka‹ ırhtÒw,
d≈dexÉ ÍpÉ eﬁd≈loisi kekasm°now e‰si diÉ a‡yrhw:
émf‹ dÉ êrÉ aÈtÚn ke›tai ÍpÉ éstrãsi pamfa¤nonta
The Ram, the Twins
KriÚw ka‹ TaËrow, D¤dumoi dÉ §p‹ t“de, metÉ aÈtoÊw
The Crab, the Lion
Kark¤now ±d¢ L°vn, stãxuãw tÉ §n xers‹ f°rousa
The Virgin
Pary°now ényr≈pvn geneØn poy°ousa palai«n,
The Claws (= The Balance)
Xhla¤ yÉ, ìw ka‹ dØ metefÆmisan én°rew ﬂro‹
ka‹ ZugÚn §klÆissan, §pe‹ tetãnunyÉ •kãteryen
oÂa¤ per plãstiggew §p‹ zugoË •lkom°noio,
Scorpio, the Archer
Skorp¤ow §st‹ dÉ ¶peita, b¤h tÉ ¶pi Tojeut∞row,
Capricorn, the Waterpourer, the Fishes
ka‹ d¢ ka‹ AﬁgÒkervw, meyÉ ˘n ÑUdroxÒow te ka‹ ÉIxyËw.
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16 éllÆktvw scripsi : AÉ d¤khlÉ Gronovius, ka‹ de¤khlÉ Koechly
104 ékrotãt˙si Koechly : ékrotÒmoisi Gronovius | kamoËsa scripsi :
temoËsa Gronovius et edd.
105 §n korufa›w Koechly : §k koruf∞w Gronovius
Only five most brilliant stars are wandering through the Zodiac circle,
in turn, in neat order (15), eternally, and people have named them ‘vagrant’; these I will sing next in my song. A long axis goes through the
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middle of the sky, immovable, unseen by the observer’s eyes, and does
not cease to turn around it everything, going through the earth and the
unharvested sea, quickly, continuously (21). The two poles of the axis
are opposite one another, still, the one fixed near the breezes of the cold
north wind and close to the head of the Cynosouris Small Bear, the
other one standing at the watery south (25); but the one lies high over
the earth, while the southern pole is invisible under the earth. Many
and innumerable circles evolve in the sky, which the sky always creates
with the turning of the sphere while the stars rotate on their endless
path (29). Of all these, nine circles are most eminent, the two evident
and visible to the eyes, and the others comprehensible by the mind and
the wisdom of mortals. Seven are unseen and visible only by the intellect, always rotating another being in the way of another; the first one
* * * turning high around the pole (35), which men call Northern; after
this one there is the Tropic of the bright time of the Summer; * * * they
extend in the middle, through which the Sun, governing his swift chariot, makes the night equal to the divine day; on this the circle of the
Winter-Turning is fixed (40); next to this there is the Southern circle, a
small part of which you may say that is over the earth, for the greatest
part is under it; in the middle these are cut by two circles which start
from the very top of the axis; these two circles cut each other up to the
Southern pole (45), the one rightly called by men Horizon, the other
Meridian, curved high in the utmost sky. Both of them, located between the poles, confine the rotation of the stars, clad by it (49). These
circles are manifest in the mind. The others again we can see with our
eyes as well, when divine night runs over earth, the one appearing very
much alike in colour with white milk, the other, the Zodiac, shining
with twelve figures (55); and these oblique circles interchangeably
girdle the sky, the two of them cutting each other into two. So there are
seven circles, as we have sung before, unseen and fixed only in the
shrewd mind, because they are not seen with figures of creatures and
splendid traces, nor due to the distinction of their colour (60), but we
think that they are thus encircled by the orbits of the stars which the
indestructible sky itself ever drives on, turning them around the divine
earth in a whirl. Indeed, ever rotating in a rush, the stars of the Great
Bear, which the sailors call Helice (65), mark the course of the Northern circle, and they appear around her extreme feet; and the rim of the
circle cuts through the middle of the arm of Bootes under his left elbow, touches the extremity of the Serpent’s head, goes under Cepheus’
chest (70) and near the feet of Cassiepeia, his renowned wife. Now the
circle which brings the time of the bright summer is drawn around the
sky through the orbit of a star shining at the eighth part of the Cancer;
and it lies cutting Cancer itself in the middle (75), the blond mane of
the terrible Leo, the first coil of the Serpent, the shoulders of the robust
Ophiouchus, the neck of the stretch-winged Bird, and the Horse’s feet,
and the elbow of the northern arm of Andromeda (80), and the wrist
of Perseus’ hand and his left leg, and the extreme edge of the Charioteer’s sole of the foot, and the two heads with the arms of the robust
Twins. And someone could imagine the Equator, marked by the mid-
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dle of the Ram, and then going past the extremity of Taurus’ feet (85),
and the beautiful belt of the beast-killing Orion, and the coil of the
immense Hydra, and the middle of the Creter, then touching the extremity of the lovable Virgin’s garment, passing from the Claw of the
poisonous Scorpio, separating Ophiouchus’ knees (90), and touching
the extremity of the swift Horse’s mane, and rotating through the middle of both Fishes. And observe the circle of the Winter-Turning, as it
goes, passing through the middle of the swift Capricorn, to both knees
of the Waterpourer, and to the tail of the sea-Monster (95), and as it
goes from the chest to the middle of the Hare, and to the Dog’s front
feet, and as it cuts the stern ornaments of the sea-faring Argo through
the ether, and the Centaur’s shoulders, and the dangerous Scorpio’s
southern sting and the bow along with the chest of the Archer (100).
And the Southern circle, after which men who inhabit this earth can no
longer see the light of the stars, the Centaur marks under his claws, and
the steering-oar of the ship, which Pallas, having wrought it on the topmost peaks of Pelium, placed among the stars, Argo (105). And the two
circles, which pass through the pole, stay unmoved and steady around
the world, constantly touching the track of all signs; the one is fixed
high on the agitated sky, discerning the morning and the evening path
of the Sun (110), and bringing mortals to the quick solution of their
tasks; the other is turning around the extreme sea and earth, disclosing
the sun-risings, and hiding into the depths the sun-settings, and it is
called the Horizon circle by men, because it cuts the longest sight of
the eyes (115). Now the shining track of the Galaxy is seen in a small
part, and the greatest part is obscure; it rotates high at the blasts of
Boreus, up to the knees of the seated Cassiepeia, next to Cepheus’ head;
and it cuts the Bird’s wings (120), and the middle of the Eagle, and the
extreme cord near the tip of the Arch, and the sting of the deadly Scorpio, and the extremity of the Altar and the four claws of the Centaur;
indeed from there it flows back from Boreus passing from the stern of
Argo (125), and the legs of the Twins, and over the top of Orion, and
the knees of the Charioteer, and on the right knee of Perseus, the killer
of Gorgo, which he stretches as if he is running. And the Zodiac, which
is the most splendid and conspicuous among all the well-rounded circles of the sky (130), proceeds through the ether adorned with twelve
images; around the gleaming Zodiac, under the stars, lie the Ram and
the Bull, after these the Twins, after these Cancer and Leo, and the Virgin who is holding ears of corns in her hands, desiring the generation
of old men (135), and the Claws, which were renamed by men and
called Balance, because they are extended at both sides like the scales
on the balance which draws them, and then there is Scorpio, then the
power of the Archer, and the Capricorn, after which are the Waterpourer and the Fishes (140).
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Astronomical sources: Aratus revised
The passage under discussion of the Apotelesmatica displays occasional similarities to Aratus’ model, Eudoxus, and Hipparchus’
comments on the Phaenomena; it can be further suggested that, apart
from other literary sources, such as the now lost Corpus Arateum, a
collection of various astronomical texts of different periods, commentaries on Aratus and / or other treatises, the poet has not ignored
Eudoxus and Hipparchus, not without updating them, however, in
the light of more recent research and, more importantly, his globe.6
The fact that Pseudo-Manetho bases the Apotelesmatica on Aratus
but updates his material using other sources as well, is evident by the
differentiation his work displays in its description of the constellations of the poles and, mainly, those of the celestial circles in regard
to the relevant Aratean passages, as will be demonstrated below.7
The presentation of the axes and poles and the circles follows
roughly the order of their presentation and discussion in Manilius
1.563–804 (arctic, summer tropic, equator, winter tropic, antarctic,
two colures, Meridian, Horizon, Zodiac, Galaxy), cf. also Geminus
4.1 f., 5.1–68 (axes, poles, arctic circle, summer tropic, equator, winter tropic, antarctic circle, two colures, Zodiac, Horizon, Meridian,
Galaxy). In Geminus there is no description of the constellations
which appear in each circle; Manilius presents the constellations
only of the Zodiac (partly) and the Galaxy, and also those of the two
colures which are omitted by Pseudo-Manetho. The northern and
the southern circles are first described by Eudoxus, frr. 64a and 74.
Pseudo-Manetho, however, omits Eudoxus’ two colures (frr. 76–
78, discussed by Hipparchus [1.11] and also described in Manilius
6) The utilisation of a globe did not exclude the consultation of literary
sources as well by astronomical authors; for Germanicus (consultation of Hipparchus or more probably of a commentary on Aratus influenced by the Hipparchean criticism, the commentary of Diodorus of Alexandria; also probably
Hyginus, apart from the globe he had in front of him) see le Bœuffle (1975) xviii–
xxiii; for Hyginus (consultation of Aratus, Eratosthenes, apart from the globe), see
Thiele 49, le Bœuffle (1983) ix ff. Hyginus’ work is in a sense stimulated by the
Aratean work, in a way comparable to that of Pseudo-Manetho’s use of Aratus as a
starting point which the present paper intends to show; Hyginus’ purpose is to give
a more clear and complete description of the sky than Aratus, as he explicitly states
more than once, cf. Praefatio (6): quae fuerunt ab Arato obscurius dicta, persecuti
planius ostendimus, see further le Bœuffle ix.
7) Hyginus, on the contrary, generally stays close to Aratus ignoring the
Hipparchean criticism, see le Bœuffle (1983) xv with n. 2.
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and Geminus). All Pseudo-Manetho’s circles, including the two
colures, are also discussed in Achilles’ Eisagoge, 22–27 (p. 51 ff.
Maass).8 In his account about the poles and the Bears (ll. 22–26),
Pseudo-Manetho follows Aratus (24–27, see below, p. 86) in saying
that the poles are at the two ends of the axes;9 the northern is visible, the southern is not. While Aratus, however, is referring to both
Bears as defining the northern pole, Pseudo-Manetho mentions
only the Ursa Minor, as it is in fact closer to the pole.10
In Pseudo-Manetho’s presentation (27–56) and description (57–
147) of the celestial circles we have serious deviations from Aratus.
Arat. 462–558 is devoted to five circles, the tropic of Cancer (480–
500), the tropic of Capricorn (501–10), the equator (511–24), the
ecliptic or Zodiac (525–58); the last two are compared to the Galaxy
(469–79).11 Pseudo-Manetho discerns nine circles and divides them
to visible and invisible ones. Visible: the Galaxy and the Zodiac; invisible: the northern circle, the summer tropic, the equator, the winter tropic, the southern circle, the Horizon and the Meridian.
Pseudo-Manetho includes in the northern circle the feet of
Ursa Major, the left arm of Bootes, the Serpent’s head, Cepheus’
breast and Cassiepeia’s feet (ll. 64–71). Eudoxus included all of
these and moreover a part of the Crown, Lyra and the Bird’s wing
(fr. 64a). Criticising Eudoxus, Hipparchus rejects the Crown and
Lyra, but he also rejects Cepheus’ breast, accepting Eudoxus’ inclusion of a part of the Bird’s wing (1.11,2–4).12 In his account of
8) The celestial circles (arctic, tropics, Equator, Zodiac, Meridian) were first
inscribed on the globe of Thales, according to the testimony of Aetius, see Aujac
(1993, La Sphéropée) 158 f. We have evidence for twenty-six globes of Eudoxus,
ead. 160. Eudoxus was however the first to create a globe with the constellations on
it, see Aujac (1993, Globes) 217.
9) Cf. for instance Anon. 1.3 (Maass p. 91, l. 31 ff.) ı êjvn épÚ érktikoË
pÒlou m°xri toË éntarktikoË diÆkei, diå toË aﬁy°row ka‹ t«n êllvn stoixe¤vn
ﬂknoÊmenow. ÑH g∞ oÔn barutãth oÔsa §ne›rtai ka‹ §mperÒnhtai §mperieilhmm°nh
ÍpÚ toË êjonow.
10) See Kidd on 26–44. In his account about the northern pole Aratus departs completely from Eudoxus who takes the pole for a single star and is criticised
by Hipparchus, 1.4,1; Hipparchus gives credit to Pytheas from Marseille for the
location and description of the North pole, see further Aujac (1996) 217 f.
11) These circles were probably introduced by Eudoxus (frr. 64–74), see
Kidd 348.
12) Hyginus (4.6,2) is closer to the author of the Apotelesmatica, as he includes the constellations of Pseudo-Manetho plus certain parts of the constellation
known as the Engonasin.
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the southern circle (ll. 101–4), Pseudo-Manetho includes only
Centaur’s claws and the steering-oar of Argo, while Eudoxus included various other constellations (the River, Argo’s deck, the
Beast, the Thymiaterion, the right legs of the Archer, Canopus, fr.
74), accepted by Hipparchus katå suneggismÒn (1.11,7), except for
Canopus.13 The author’s utilisation of a globe, different from that
of Hipparchus, is evident from the description of these constellations, as well as of those which follow.
In his first account of the Meridian and the Horizon (ll. 43–
9), Pseudo-Manetho emphasises the idea that the two circles are
“between the poles”, and retain inwards the orbit of the stars (ll.
48 f.). This emphasis probably aims to clarify that the circles are in
fact i n the sphere, and that they are conceived as being external
only for the sake of comprehension by human mind, as commentators of Aratus remind the reader.14
The author of the Apotelesmatica calls the tropic of Cancer
tropikÚw y°reow (l. 38, cf. 72) and the tropic of Capricorn xeimer¤oio
trop∞w kÊklow (l. 40, cf. 93); here he follows Hipparchus who calls
them ı yerinÚw tropikÒw and ı xeimerinÚw tropikÒw respectively,
while Aratus does not use these terms, although he defines the
tropics with reference to the north and south and the summer-winter solstices.15 Aratus presents the tropic of Cancer in variation of
Eudoxus’ account, beginning with the Twins and moving westward to end with the Crab (480–500), épÚ t«n §sxãtvn érjãmenow,
as Hipparchus comments (1.2,18 f.), while Eudoxus begins with the
Crab and is moving eastward to end again with the Crab.16 Pseudo-Manetho retains this ‘proper order’ of Eudoxus.

13) Hyginus is again not very far from Pseudo-Manetho, as he includes only
the extreme part of Argo and Centaur’s feet, the Altar and the extreme trace of the
River (4.6,3).
14) Cf. Ach. 22 (p. 52 Maass) tÚn d¢ ır¤zonta ka‹ meshmbrinÚn §ntÚw e‰nai
t∞w sfa¤raw t«n ˜lvn noht°on (oÈd¢n går t«n ˆntvn aÈt∞w §stin §ktÒw), Íp¢r d¢ toË
parakolouy∞sai ≤mçw §ktÚw e‰nai l°gontai; cf. Anon. 1 (p. 95 Maass) ı d¢ ır¤zvn
. . . ke›tai d¢ ¶jv t∞w sfa¤raw …w prÚw tØn ≤met°ran ˆcin. tÚ dÉ élhy°w, t“ n“ aÈtÚn
¶sv de› paralabe›n ke¤menon.
15) Cf. ll. 499–500 y°reow d° oﬂ §n tropa¤ eﬁsin. / ÉAllÉ ı m¢n §n bor°v per‹
Kark¤non §stÆriktai, 507–9 tÚn pÊmaton kayaro›o parerxÒmenow bor°ao / §w nÒton
±°liow f°retai, tr°peta¤ ge m¢n aÈtoË / xeim°riow.
16) The Aratean order is also kept by Hyginus (4.2,1), Aratus Latinus VII
(p. 277 ff. Maass).
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The Twins
ÉEn d° oﬂ émfÒterai kefala‹ DidÊmvn for°ontai,
The Charioteer
§n d¢ tå goÊnata ke›tai érhrÒtow ÑHniÒxoio,
Perseus
laiØ d¢ knÆmh ka‹ éristerÚw Œmow §pÉ aÈt“
Andromeda
Pers°ow, ÉAndrom°dhw d¢ m°shn égk«now Ïperyen
dejiterØn §p°xei: tÚ m°n oﬂ y°nar ÍcÒyi ke›tai
éssÒteron bor°ao, nÒtƒ dÉ §pik°klitai égk≈n.
The Horse
ÑOpla‹ dÉ ÜIppeioi ka‹ ÍpaÊxenon ÉOrn¤yeion
The Bird
êkr˙ sÁn kefalª kalo‹ tÉ ÉOfioÊxeoi Œmoi
Ophiouchus
aÈtÚn dineÊontai §lhlãmenoi per‹ kÊklon.
ÑH dÉ Ùl¤gon f°retai notivt°rh oÈdÉ §pibãllei
The Lion, the Cancer
Pary°now, éllå L°vn ka‹ Kark¤now.
(Arat. 481–91)
On it move the two heads of the Twins, on it lie the knees of the steadfast Charioteer, and after him the left leg and left shoulder of Perseus.
It occupies the middle of Andromeda’s right arm above the elbow; her
palm lies above it, nearer the north, her elbow inclines to the south. The
Horse’s hoofs, the Bird’s neck with the head at one extremity, and the
bright shoulders of Ophiouchus revolve riding round the actual circle.
The Maiden goes a little farther south and does not touch it, but the
Lion and the Crab do.

Aratus occasionally deviates from Eudoxus; Pseudo-Manetho
sometimes agrees with Aratus, while in other cases his description
is closer to Eudoxus or Hipparchus. Pseudo-Manetho’s account
about the Crab and Lion is considerably briefer than that of Aratus; he states simply that the tropic cuts the Crab in the middle
(close to Eudoxus’ fr. 66,10, tå m°sa toË Kark¤nou)17 and includes
the Lion’s mane, a poetic description about Lion’s parts appearing
in the tropic, signifying the upper part of the Lion. Aratus (492 ff.)
has aÈtår ı kÊklow / tÚn m¢n ÍpÚ st∞yow ka‹ gast°ra m°xri parÉ
aﬁd« / t°mnei, Eudoxus (fr. 66,10 f.) ka‹ tå diå toË s≈matow katå
m∞kow toË L°ontow. Pseudo-Manetho’s description implies that the
author was inspired by the depiction of the Lion on a globe. Aratus does not mention the Serpent at all; by referring to spe›rãn te
pr≈thn ÖOfiow, Pseudo-Manetho follows Eudoxus (fr. 66,12) who
17) Cf. also Hyginus 4.2,1 Cancer autem sic dividitur medius.
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includes ı aÈxØn toË §xom°nou ÖOfevw in the stars of the tropic,
approved by Hipparchus (1.10,15) and followed also by Germanicus (467).18 Pseudo-Manetho speaks of briaroË tÉ ÉOfioÊxou /
Ö mouw, here agreeing with Aratus who deviates from Eudoxus who
v
refers to ≤ kefalØ toË ÉOfioÊxou (fr. 66,13), both criticised by
Hipparchus who rejects the head as well as the shoulders (1.10,9
and 1.10,14).19 Pseudo-Manetho, like Aratus and Eudoxus (fr.
66,13 f.), includes the Bird’s neck in the circle20 and omits Aratus’
head of the Bird, staying close to Eudoxus who does not include
the head, without including Eudoxus’ ka‹ ≤ éristerå pt°ruj
which he however perhaps echoes with his tanusipterÊgoio; Hipparchus (1.10,8) totally rejects the occurrence of any part of the
Bird in the tropic. Pseudo-Manetho refers to pÒdaw ÑIppe¤ouw, staying closer to Eudoxus fr. 66,14 oﬂ toË ÜIppou pÒdew, while Aratus
describes them as ıpla¤, a statement criticised by Hipparchus
(1.10,7): t¤naw m¢n oÔn ést°raw §t¤yei (Aratus) §p‹ ta›w ıpla›w toË
ÜIppou, êdhlon. Pseudo-Manetho mentions only Andromeda’s
égk≈n, while Eudoxus (66,14 f.) speaks of the dejiå xe‹r t∞w ÉAndrom°daw, and Aratus makes the distinction between Andromeda’s
palm and elbow; the author of the Apotelesmatica deviates from
Aratus who holds that the elbow inclines to the south, agreeing
with Hipparchus’ comment that the elbow must be well to the
north of the tropic (1.10,6);21 he does not share Hipparchus’ view,
however, that the elbow does not actually belong to the tropic and
so refers to it by xeirÒw tÉ égk«na bore¤ou / ÉAndrom°dhw. Referring
to the “wrist and the left leg” of Perseus, Pseudo-Manetho disagrees with both Aratus and Eudoxus who include the left shoulder of the hero in the tropic (Eud. fr. 66,15 f. toË Pers°vw ı éristerÚw Œmow ka‹ ≤ éristerå knÆmh), being closer to Hipparchus
(1.10,5) who held that not only the left shoulder but also the central star of Perseus is farther north, while the left leg (1.6,13) is
18) Primis ignibus Anguis. Germanicus, following Eudoxus, also speaks of a
part of the Engonasin as included in the tropic, omitted by Aratus and PseudoManetho, and accepted as correct by Hipparchus (1.10,15).
19) For Aratus’ deviation from Eudoxus, probably due to the fact that
Ophiouchus’ shoulders are brighter, see Kidd on Arat. 488.
20) Omitted by Germanicus (465 f.), Hyginus (4.2,1) and Avienus (959 f.), see
J. Soubiran, Aviénus, Les Phénomènes d’Aratos (Paris 1981) 231 f.
21) For the lengths of Andromeda’s stars and Aratus’ deviation from his
model see Kidd on Arat. 484.
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nearer to the tropic but still a little north of it.22 The author of the
Apotelesmatica again follows a different line in regarding only the
extremity of the Charioteer’s foot as belonging to the tropic, while
Aratus and Eudoxus speak of tå gÒnata toË ÑHniÒxou (Eud. fr.
66,16); Hipparchus (1.10,3) maintains that the Charioteer has no
stars at his knees and that the stars nearest to the tropic are his
feet.23 Pseudo-Manetho includes in the tropic the heads and the
arms of the Twins, while Aratus, following Eudoxus, had included
only the heads, which Hipparchus (1.10,1 f.) rejects.
In general the author of the Apotelesmatica is inspired by and
follows Aratus in the presentation of the constellations of the tropic of Cancer; his deviations which sometimes agree with Hipparchus’ criticism (10.1–9), sometimes with Eudoxus’ original
views, are explained by the assumption that he actually describes a
globe, having probably in mind, however, Eudoxus’ and Hipparchus’ texts.24 This assumption is further reinforced by the elaboration of the description of certain constellations, which point at
the ecphrastic depiction of a work of art, cf. the presentation of the
Lion, Ophiouchus, the Bird, the Twins.25
Similar observations can be made about Pseudo-Manetho’s
description of the stars of the Equator (ll. 83–92), which are described by Aratus after the presentation of the winter tropic:
The Ram, the Bull
S∞ma d° oﬂ KriÚw TaÊroiÒ te goÊnata ke›tai,
KriÚw m¢n katå m∞kow §lhlãmenow diå kÊklou,
TaÊrou d¢ skel°vn ˜ssh perifa¤netai Ùklãw.

22) See Kidd on 483.
23) See Kidd on 482.
24) Hyginus (4.2,1) stays close to Aratus, while Germanicus (460–72) updates his material according to Hipparchus’ criticism and / or the globe of Atlas
Farnese, see le Bœuffle (1975) 30, id. (1983) 203, Kidd 354.
25) That the author has in front of him a globe other than that of the Atlas
Farnese is indicated by certain dissimilarities, for instance: Ophiouchus’ shoulders
(Pseudo-Manetho) / his head (globe Farnese), the Bird’s neck (Pseudo-Manetho) /
the tropic touches slightly its beak (globe Farnese). The globe of Ptolemy, as we can
gather from Planudes’ description, is again quite different from that of PseudoManetho. It includes in the tropic of Cancer the middle of the Twins, the Hyades,
the extremity of the Pleiades, the head of one of the Fishes, the head of Andromeda, the Bird’s beak, the Horse’s knee, the shoulder of the Engonasin, the nostril of
the Serpent, a star of Ophiouchus and a star of Arcturus, the loin and the mane of
the Lion, the northern of the stars of the ÖOnoi, the Crab.
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Orion
ÉEn d° t° oﬂ z≈nh eÈfegg°ow ÉVr¤vnow
Hydra
kampÆ tÉ aﬁyom°nhw ÜUdrhw, §n¤ oﬂ ka‹ §lafrÚw
Creter, Corax
KrhtÆr, §n d¢ KÒraj, §n‹ dÉ ést°rew oÈ mãla pollo‹
The Claws, Ophiouchus, the Eagle
Xhlãvn, §n t“ dÉ ÉOfioÊxea goËna fore›tai.
OÈ mØn AﬁhtoË épame¤retai, éllå oﬂ §ggÁw
ZhnÚw éhte›tai m°gaw êggelow: ≤ d¢ katÉ aÈtÚn
The Horse
ÑIppe¤h kefalØ ka‹ ÍpaÊxenon eﬂl¤ssontai.
(Arat. 515–24)
As a guide the Ram and the knees of the Bull lie on it, the Ram as drawn
lengthwise along the circle, but of the Bull only the widely visible bend
of the legs. On it the belt of the radiant Orion and the coil of the blazing Hydra, on it too are the faint Bowl, on it the Raven, on it the not
very numerous stars of the Claws, and on it the knees of Ophiouchus
ride. It is certainly not bereft of the Eagle: it has the great messenger of
Zeus flying near by; and along it the Horse’s head and neck move
round.

According to Hipparchus’ testimony (1.10,22, Eud. fr. 71), Aratus
agrees with Eudoxus except for certain details: Eudoxus includes
the m i d d l e of the Claws, the l e f t w i n g of the Eagle, the Horse’s
l o i n as well; in regard to the last point Hipparchus remarks that
the loins do not belong to the Equator: Aratus seems to have corrected Eudoxus here and Pseudo-Manetho agrees with Aratus and
Hipparchus. Eudoxus (fr. 71) includes the northern of the Fishes
(omitted by Aratus), Hipparchus rejects it (1.10,23), while PseudoManetho agrees with Eudoxus only if we interpret that the Equator passes b e t w e e n the Fishes, and not that it passes through the
middle of both.26 With his precision about the Ram (ést°row §k
mesãtoio xarassÒmenon Krio›o, l. 84), the author of the Apotelesmatica clarifies the Aratean expression being close to Eudoxus who
refers to the middle of Aries, tã te toË KrioË m°sa (fr. 69), a point
criticised by Hipparchus.27 Hipparchus’ rejection of the participation of Corax and the Eagle in the Equator (1.10,19–20, 1.10,23)
26) Koechly (1851) translates “mediumque amobus in Priscibus se-volventem”. Salvini (39) translates “e rigirando in mezzo ad ambi i Pesci”. Ptolemy, according to Planudes (c 13 f.), seems to agree with the view of Eudoxus: t«n nepÒdvn
d° / ˘w noti≈terÒw §sti dixãzetai, éllÉ §p‹ m∞kow.
27) See Kidd on 516.
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is in accordance with their omission by Pseudo-Manetho; Hipparchus also holds that only the bright star in the northern Claw is
near the Equator, a view in accordance with Pseudo-Manetho’s
di¢k xhl∞w perÒvnta / Skorp¤ou (ll. 89 f.). Hipparchus, however,
rejects also Hydra, Creter, Ophiouchus’ knees (1,10,19–20), included by Eudoxus, Aratus and Pseudo-Manetho. Hipparchus also
accepts Aratus’ Eagle (1.10,21), omitted by Pseudo-Manetho.28
Pseudo-Manetho’s inclusion of a part of the Virgin (even only the
extremity of her garment) to the stars of the Equator finds a parallel only in Aratus Latinus VIII (Maass p. 279) and the globe of
Ptolemy, according to Planudes’ description.29
In his description of the tropic of Capricorn, by contrast to
his handling of the tropic of Cancer, Aratus does follow Eudoxus,
presenting the constellations in the ‘proper’ order, going eastward
from Capricorn to the Archer, as Pseudo-Manetho also does
(Apot. 2. [1] 93–100).
The Capricorn
ÖAllow dÉ éntiÒvnti nÒtƒ m°son Aﬁgoker∞a
The Waterpourer
t°mnei ka‹ pÒdaw ÑUdroxÒou ka‹ KÆteow oÈrÆn:
The Monster, the Hare
§n d° o· §sti LagvÒw, étår KunÚw oÈ mãla pollØn
The Dog, Argo
a‡nutai, éllÉ ıpÒshn §p°xei pos¤n: §n d¢ oﬂ ÉArgΔ
The Centaur
ka‹ m°ga KentaÊroio metãfrenon, §n d¢ tÚ k°ntron
Scorpion’s sting, the Archer
Skorp¤ou, §n ka‹ tÒjon égauoË Tojeut∞row.
(Arat. 501–6)
Another circle in the opposing south cuts the middle of Capricorn, the
Waterpourer’s feet, and the Monster’s tail. The Hare is on it, but it does
28) Hyginus generally agrees with Aratus, see le Bœuffle (1983) 206.
29) Virgiliae quidem secus; cf. Planudes, (c l. 5) Paryenik∞w dÉ e‡dvlon ¶peita diãndixa t°mnei. Again certain details agree with the depictions of the constellations which pass from the Equator on the globe Farnese, like for instance the extremity of the Virgin’s garment and the extremity of the Horse’s mane, but others
do not: the Ram’s feet (Pseudo-Manetho) / its middle (globe Farnese), the middle of
the Creter (Pseudo-Manetho) / its extremity (globe Farnese). Ptolemy’s globe, as we
have it in Planudes’ description, is again different from the globe of PseudoManetho. It includes the Knot, the mouth of the sea-Monster, the belt of Orion, the
first coil of Hydra, the Virgin, the head, the first coil and the extremity of the tail of
the Serpent, the right shoulder of Ophiouchus, the Eagle, the head of the Waterpourer, the northern of the two Fishes.
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not take up much of the Dog, only the space the Dog occupies with its
feet. On it are the Argo and the Centaur’s great back, on it is the Scorpion’s sting, on it the bow of the brilliant Archer.

Pseudo-Manetho agrees with Aratus in that he omits the Beast,
included by Eudoxus (fr. 73,13) in his description of the stars of
the tropic, a passage criticised by Hipparchus, as the Beast is
south of the tropic: poll“ går noti≈terÒn §sti tÚ Yhr¤on toË
xeimerinoË tropikoË, Hipp. 1.10,17. The Waterpourer’s k n e e s are
mentioned only by Germanicus 486 who possibly describes a figure on the globe of the Atlas Farnese or a sketch similar to it.30
Pseudo-Manetho is also very probably inspired by an analogous
figure. Similar observations can be made about the description of
the stars of Argo. The author agrees with Eudoxus who speaks of
ka‹ t∞w ÉArgoËw ≤ prÊmna ka‹ ı ﬂstÒw (fr. 73,12), with his poetically elaborated image, ll. 97–8 ±d¢ ka‹ ÉArgoËw / pontopÒrou . . . êkra
kÒrumba.31 As probably happens with the janyØn tÉ aÈxen¤hn
xa¤thn xaropo›o L°ontow and the description of the Bird,
Ophiouchus and the Twins in the tropic of Cancer, this vivid
image presumably indicates an artistic representation of the ship
on a globe the author has in front of him. The River, included by
Eudoxus (fr. 73,4) and not commented upon by Hipparchus, is
omitted both by Aratus and Pseudo-Manetho. Pseudo-Manetho,
however, like Eudoxus and Aratus, includes the Scorpion’s sting
in the stars of the tropic, a choice with which Hipparchus
(1.10,16) disagrees.32
30) See le Bœuffle (1975) 31 n. 2.
31) This precision is also found in Germanicus 489 sacrae speciosa aplustria
Puppis, Hyginus 4.4 navis ipsius puppim, Planudes (b l. 5 f.) e‰ta dÉ ékrostÒliÒn te
ka‹ ﬂst¤on ÉArgÒow êkron / sx¤zei. The depiction of Argo on the globe Farnese is impressive indeed and probably gives us a characteristic example of the ship’s artistic
representations on globes; Germanicus’ expression further reinforces the assumption that he did have a globe in front of him, probably a similar one to the globe
Farnese. Cf. the analogous implications of Manilius’ elaborated expression about
the Horse (1.4,348) and other constellations, see Thiele 47. Planudes and the globe
of Ptolemy include in the tropic of Capricorn the Capricorn, the middle of the
Waterpourer, the tail of the sea-Monster, the front foot of the Hare, the middle of
the Dog, the stem-post ornaments and the extremity of the sail of Argo, a part of
Corax, the edge of Hydra’s tail, Antaris, a star of Scorpio, the Archer’s head.
32) Cf. Kidd on Arat. 501–510 and 505. In general the description of the constellations of this tropic here is not far from their depiction on the globe Farnese,
with the exception of the description of the parts of Argo, as on the globe Farnese
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After the tropic of the Capricorn the author describes the
southern circle (see above, p. 75 f.). He proceeds with the description
of the Meridian (ll. 109–11) and the Horizon (ll. 112–5). The two
circles are also described in Geminus 5.54–67, Hyginus 4.10,1, and
Manilius 1.633–65. Interesting is Pseudo-Manetho’s account about
the Horizon (ll. 112–5). Achilles (Eis. 22, p. 51 f. Maass) repeats the
common ancient view that the Horizon, which surrounds earth, is
the poets’ ÉVkeanÒw, while filÒsofoi d¢ ka‹ gevm°trai ır¤zonta
aÈtÚn kaloËsin.33 He also mentions Aratus’ ∏x¤ per êkrai /
m¤sgontai dÊsi°w te ka‹ éntola‹ éllÆl˙sin in regard to the Horizon (Arat. 61 f.), and in Eis. 35 (Maass p. 71 f.) he discusses the confusion between the Horizon and the Meridian, caused by the
Aratean expression, the line taken to be referring to the Meridian
which is seen as a boundary between east and west.34 He explains
that this is not correct, as tÚn går ır¤zonta metajÁ toË Íp¢r g∞w ka‹
ÍpÚ g∞n ≤misfair¤ou e‰nai sumb°bhke and that Aratus refers to the
Horizon, kayÉ ˘ toË ır¤zontow §faptom°nh ≤ kefalØ toË
DrãkontÒw §sti ka‹ prÚw t“ meshmbrin“, kayÉ ˘ sumbolØ g¤netai
toË meshmbrinoË ka‹ toË ır¤zontow ka‹ t°mnousin éllÆlouw. Pseudo-Manetho seems aware of the confusion Aratus’ phrasing caused
and tries to avoid it with his elegant chiastic line 113 fa¤nvn . . .
keÊyvn which echoes the Aratean line explaining and clarifying,
however, its content; thus the author of the Apotelesmatica makes
clear that by Horizon he means the dividing line not between east
and west but between the hemisphere where the solar movement is
visible to the viewer and the hemisphere where it is not.35 Pseudoboth the prÊmna and the ﬂstÒw of the ship cross the tropic, while Pseudo-Manetho
speaks only of the stern, cf. Photius’ Lex. and Suda s. v. êkra kÒrumba: tå
ékrostÒlia t«n ne«n tå §j°xonta katå prÊmnan μ pr“ran.
33) Cf. Strabo 1.1,6 diå d¢ toË »keanoË tÚn ır¤zonta (dhlo›), eﬁw ˘n ka‹ §j
o tåw dÊseiw ka‹ tåw énatolåw poie› (sc. Homer), Eust. on Il. 5.6 (514,33 ff.)
ÉVkeanÚw d¢ katå m¢n éllhgor¤an §st‹ kÊklow dixãzvn §nnohmatik«w tØn oÈran¤an
sfa›ran katå ﬁsÒthta toË t∞w g∞w §pip°dou ka‹ t°mnvn dixª katÉ §p¤noian aÈtØn
eﬁw te tÚ Íp¢r g∞n ka‹ eﬁw tÚ ÍpÚ g∞n ≤misfa¤rion ka‹ diå toËto ır¤zvn legÒmenow.
ÉEk toË toioÊtou ÉVkeanoË, kÊklƒ perieilhfÒtow tØn g∞n, oﬂ ést°rew én°rxontai ka‹
eﬁw aÈtÚn aÔyiw dÊontai; cf. also Schol. on Arat. 26 and Kidd on ibid.
34) For this confusion in Schol. on Arat. 62 as well as in Strabo 2.3,8, cf.
Kidd 200.
35) Cf. Geminus’ account (6.16 ff.) of the visible and the invisible hemisphere
of the earth, divided by the Horizon, with examples from Homer about peoples
who inhabit the part “under” the Horizon and near the pole, where there is semes-
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Manetho also seems to have in mind Schol. on Aratus 26, where the
scholiast remarks that Aratus is using Oceanus to indicate the horizon and proceeds by saying that it kÊklƒ m¢n går tØn kayÉ ≤mçw
per¤keitai oﬁkoum°nhn, §j aÈtoË d¢ ka‹ eﬁw aÈtÚn a· te dÊseiw ka‹
éntola‹ g¤gnontai. Apot. 2. (1) 112–3 is a poetical elaboration of
this description, with line 113 clarifying the statement about the
sun-risings and settings.
The description of the Meridian and the Horizon by PseudoManetho deserves a particular attention in regard to other points as
well. It is interesting to notice that the author presents them as
“unmoved and steady” (l. 107). Manilius says that these two circles
“have wings”;36 this notion is due to the fact that the Horizon and
the Meridian are not the same for every place of Earth, but change
position according to the viewer’s standpoint.37 However there is
no contradiction here: the two circles are unmoved because they do
not participate in the circular movement of the sphere, their position being irrelevant to the position of the constellations, and for
this reason are not depicted on the globes.38 Of special interest is
Pseudo-Manetho’s statement that the two circles begin “from the
top of the axis” (implication of the Northern pole, l. 44) and “cut
each other up to the Southern pole” (l. 45). The Meridian does pass
from the poles.39 But what about the assertion that the Horizon
trial night; also cf. Geminus 5.54 ır¤zvn d° §sti kÊklow ı dior¤zvn ≤m›n tÒ te fanerÚn ka‹ tÚ éfan¢w m°row toË kÒsmou ka‹ dixotom«n tØn ˜lhn sfa›ran toË kÒsmou,
Àste ≤misfa¤rion m¢n Íp¢r g∞w épolambãnesyai, ≤misfa¤rion d¢ ÍpÚ g∞n. Hyginus
(4.3,3) mentions the Aratean passage (ll. 61 f.) in his discussion about the equator,
which implies that he regards the Horizon as coinciding with the equator. This view,
i. e. that the poets’ Ocean lies between the tropics, is criticised by Geminus, 16.22 ff.,
see G. Aujac, Géminus, Introduction aux phénomènes (Paris 1975) ad loc.
36) Hos volucris fecere duos, 1.633.
37) Cf. Man. 1.637 ff., 661 f.; also Geminus 5.58 oÈ katå pçsan d¢ x≈ran ka‹
pÒlin ı aÈtÒw §stin ır¤zvn, id. 5.66 oÈ katå pçsan d¢ x≈ran ka‹ pÒlin ı aÈtÒw §sti
meshmbrinÒw.
38) Cf. Gem. 5.62 oÈ katagrãfetai d¢ ı ır¤zvn §n ta›w sfa¤raiw diÉ aﬁt¤an
toiaÊthn, ˜ti oﬂ m¢n loipo‹ kÊkloi pãntew ferom°nou toË kÒsmou épÉ énatol∞w §p‹
tØn dÊsin sumperistr°fontai ka‹ aÈto‹ ëma tª toË kÒsmou kinÆsei, ı d¢ ır¤zvn §st‹
fÊsei ék¤nhtow tØn aÈtØn tãjin diafulãttvn diå pantÒw, 5.65 (the Meridian) ka‹
otow d° §stin ı kÊklow ék¤nhtow §n t“ kÒsmƒ ka‹ tØn aÈtØn tãjin diafulãssvn
§n ˜l˙ tª toË kÒsmou peristrofª. OÈ katagrãfetai d¢ oÈd¢ otow ı kÊklow §n ta›w
kathsthrizom°naiw sfa¤raiw diå tÚ ka‹ ék¤nhtow e‰nai ka‹ mhdem¤an §pid°xesyai
metãptvsin. See also Aujac (1993, La Sphéropéé) 166 f.
39) Cf. for instance Gem. 5.64 MeshmbrinÚw d° §sti kÊklow ı diå t«n toË
kÒsmou pÒlvn ka‹ toË katå korufØn shme¤ou grafÒmenow kÊklow.
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also starts from the top of the axis and reaches the Southern pole?
This can be explained by the recognition that the Horizon, that is
the sum of all the possible horizons of the globe, does pass from
the poles in principle (and by contrast to the five parallel circles
which, cut vertically by the axis, do not), as it depends from the
position of the viewer: for the inhabitants of either pole it coincides
with the Equator, while for the inhabitants of the Equator it passes from the poles.40
For the Zodiac Aratus uses the term zvÛd¤vn . . . kÊklon (544),
while Pseudo-Manetho prefers the term ZvdiakÒw, used by Eucleides, Hipparchus, later Nonnus.41 The author of the Apotelesmatica, who presents the twelve signs with a brief introduction, does
not model his description of the Zodiac (2. [1] 129–40) on Aratus’
relevant passage (537–49) in which the introduction is lengthier,
provides a detailed account of the size of the circle and the relevant
position of constellations on it and, by contrast to Pseudo-Manetho, presents very briefly the twelve signs. It is noteworthy that
the Maiden in the description of the Zodiac in the Apotelesmatica
is holding the Spica in “her hands” (l. 134);42 the author here seems
trying to avoid the controversy on the subject. Aratus is referring
to one hand with no further definition, while most authors refer to
the left hand, with the exception of Hyginus 3.24 who speaks of the
right hand.43 Pseudo-Manetho explains also the change of the name
of Xhla¤ to ZugÒw (136 ff.), as caused by the resemblance of the
constellation to the scales of a balance. Schol. on Arat. 89 as well as
40) Cf. for instance Gem. 5.34–36. Strabo attests that for the Cinnamon-producing country, being in the middle of the distance between summer tropic and
Equator, the arctic circle touches the Horizon (2.5,35). This happens even in more
northern regions, cf. Achilles’ comment on Aratus, 35 (p. 71 Maass) ≤ d¢ katå tå
FainÒmena ÉArãtou t∞w sfa¤raw y°siw Ùfe¤lei ¶xein tÚn érktikÚn kÊklon toË
ır¤zontow §faptÒmenon. Needless to say, the Meridian and the Horizon described
thus should not be confused with the two colures, which also pass through the
poles, cf. Eud. fr. 76,5 ff. per‹ går t«n koloÊrvn legom°nvn kÊklvn, o„ grãfontai
diã te t«n pÒlvn ka‹ diå t«n tropik«n ka‹ ﬁshmerin«n shme¤vn, ktl.
41) Euc. Phaen. 6, Hipp. 1.6,4, Nonnus D. 6.68, see further Kidd on Arat.
544.
42) Kidd wrongly cites Pseudo-Manetho’s passage as stãxuaw §n xeir‹
f°rousa.
43) Germanicus (96 f.), following Hipparchus (2.5,12), mentions the left
hand, see le Bœuffle (1975) 7; also Geminus 3.6,1, Schol. on Arat. 97. For the Spica
of the Virgin see Kidd on Arat. 97. Aratus’ version, among other mythological
accounts about the Maiden of Antiquity, is recorded in Hyginus 2.25.
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Anonymus 1,5 (Maass 94, l. 28 f.) report that it is the Egyptians
who call the Claws Balance. The explanation of Pseudo-Manetho
is similar to that of Schol. on Arat. 88, who gives, however, one
more alternative.44
Aratus uses the Galaxy (469–79) as a means of comparison to
the Equator and the Zodiac. The only other reference to the constellations Galaxy goes through in extant Greek literature is the
detailed account of Ptolemy (Synt. Mathem. 8 b); accounts in Latin
are that of Manilius (684–700) and Hyginus (4.7). In general, in his
description of the Galaxy and its constellations (ll. 116–28), Pseudo-Manetho is closer to Manilius’ description than that of Hyginus
and of Ptolemy; it is noteworthy that both Manilius and PseudoManetho start from the polar circle to define the beginning of the
Galaxy.45 Manilius did use a globe with the Galaxy on it;46 we do
not know the exact position of the constellations this globe depicted on the other circles, since Manilius describes only the stars
44) TaÊtaw d¢ oﬂ éstrolÒgoi ZugÚn e‰nai fas¤n, ≥toi ˜ti §mfere›w eﬁs‹
plãstiggi, μ ˜ti parå to›w pos¤n eﬁs‹ t∞w Pary°nou. ÑH aÈtØ d° §sti D¤kh, ¥tiw tå
zugå talanteÊei. Another explanation is that at this time of the year the farmers
measure the grain and gather it into their homes, Sphaera 121 ff. (p. 164 ff. Maass).
There are further views as well, for instance that the sign is the catasterised
Palamedes who invented the balance, see A. Bouche-Leclercq, L’Astrologie
Grecque (Paris 1899) 141 with n. 2. It has been held that it is Hipparchus who
invented the term zugÒw, see id. ibid. n. 1.
45) Cf. R. Scarcia (et all.), Manilio, il poema degli astri, 2 vols. (Milan 1996)
258. Hyginus is less precise on this point and, in his account about the constellations of the Galaxy, he follows the opposite order in regard to Manilius and Pseudo-Manetho. The differentiations between the Greek and the Latin poet in their
accounts of the constellations of the Galaxy are: the Altar and “Orion’s top” over
which the Galaxy passes (omitted by Manilius); the Bird’s Wings and the Charioteer’s knees (the Bird and the Charioteer are mentioned but their parts which are on
the Galaxy are not specified by Manilius); Perseus’ right knee (Manilius refers
vaguely to “the figure of Perseus”). The two authors agree in the inclusion of the
sting (tail in Manilius) of Scorpio, if we interpret Pseudo-Manetho’s yÆr (l. 122) as
Scorpio, which seems plausible, as it would be pointless to speak of the Beast’s sting.
Ptolemy does not speak about Orion, while he includes the Kids, a part of the Dog,
a part of Ophiouchus.
46) The Galaxy was depicted on some globes (cf. An. I, p. 95 Maass, ¶sti d¢
ı katakexrism°now §n tª sfa¤r& khr“ leuk“), but not all (cf. Geminius 5.69 oÈx
˜ristai d¢ aÈtoË tÚ plãtow, éllå katå m°n tina m°rh platÊterÒw §sti, katå d° tina
stenÒterow. DiÉ ∂n aﬁt¤an §n ta›w ple¤staiw sfa¤raiw oÈd¢ katagrãfetai ı toË
gãlaktow kÊklow). It is a reasonable assumption that Manilius used a globe with the
depiction of the Galaxy on it, see G. P. Goold, Manilius, Astronomica (Loeb edition), xxxiv.
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of the two colures, omitted by Pseudo-Manetho, and those of the
Galaxy, while speaking briefly of four constellations of the Zodiac.
It seems that Pseudo-Manetho’s globe had the Galaxy marked on
it and, given the relative chronological proximity of the two
authors, it would be plausible to suggest that the Greek poet’s
globe might look like that of Manilius, without being identical
however.
From the above observations it is evident that Pseudo-Manetho bases his work on Aratus but also uses a globe in combination with numerous other sources which he updates according
to the knowledge of his time. The variety and diversity of his
sources reveals an author aspiring to be comparable to the great
scholars of Hellenistic times who had a wide range of interests
and talents and a deep erudition like Callimachus or Eratosthenes. The author of the Apotelesmatica takes his role as didactic poet really seriously, trying to exhaust all the sources available
to him in order to produce a work with scientific as well as literary value. Probably following the example of Aratus who did not
transfer unquestioningly Eudoxus’ views into verse, PseudoManetho does not stick slavishly to a model but on the contrary
forms personal opinions originating from thorough investigation
and painstaking reading; he is constantly cross-examining the
writings of astronomical authors, seeking to clarify obscure
points, to correct errors, to offer a view of his topic as comprehensive and accurate as possible. It becomes clear therefore that
he does see didactic poetry as a vehicle of popularisation of science and a serious source of learning, according to the traditional
concept of the genre. The effort for scientific integrity and reliability with which he treats his subject does not of course prevent
him from also trying to attain high aesthetic standards in the presentation of his material, again according to the traditional purposes of didactic poetry, displaying a commendable competence
regarding the imaginative exploitation of earlier poetry, as will be
demonstrated below.
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The influence of Aratus on the level of poetry:
concept, images, vocabulary
The principal technique in which the author of the Apotelesmatica uses the Phaenomena is generally variation and imitation by
contrast, manifest throughout the lines in which there is reference
to Aratus. As will be shown, Pseudo-Manetho’s play with Aratus
on the level of expression is evident in the lines under discussion in
which, as we have seen, the Hellenistic poet is also used on the level
of content.
The author of the Apotelesmatica does the exact opposite of
what Aratus did; the Hellenistic poet referred briefly to the five
planets (Hermes, Aphrodite, Ares, Zeus, Cronus), “for the sake of
completeness”,47 devoting his poem to the fixed stars and their significance for the weather; Pseudo-Manetho, on the contrary, refers
briefly to the fixed stars, also for the sake of completeness, one can
indeed remark, his main theme being the five planets themselves.
The author presents his subject in the opening of the Apotelesmatica (2. [1] 14–17) imitating Aratus in opposition, as his image
echoes the relevant Aratean passage and is directly opposite in
purpose:
Oﬂ dÉ §pim‹j êlloi p°ntÉ ést°rew oÈd¢n ımo›oi
pãntoyen eﬁd≈lvn duoka¤deka dineÊontai.
OÈk ín ¶tÉ eﬁw êllouw ırÒvn §pitekmÆraio
ke¤nvn ∏xi k°ontai, §pe‹ pãntew metanãstai.
...
OÈdÉ ¶ti yarsal°ow ke¤nvn §g≈: êrkiow e‡hn
éplan°vn tã te kÊkla tã tÉ aﬁy°ri sÆmatÉ §nispe›n.
(Arat. 454–7, 460–1)
But there are five other stars among them, but quite unlike them, that
circulate all the way through the twelve figures of the zodiac. You cannot in this case identify where these lie by looking at other stars, for
they all change positions (. . .). I am not at all confident in dealing with
them: I hope I may be adequate in expounding the circles of the fixed
stars and their constellations in the sky.

Pseudo-Manetho presents the image of the planets wandering
through the Zodiac in a condensed form, by comparison with his
model, and comes to the opposite conclusion: these five planets are
exactly the subject of his poem. On 455 (pãntoyen . . . dineÊontai)
47) Kidd 343.
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Kidd notes that the meaning is not “on every side of the Zodiac
constellations, but all the way through them”; the rightness of this
interpretation is further supported by the passage of the Apotelesmatica, as the sense is taken up by Pseudo-Manetho in his diå
kÊklou / ZvdiakoË (ll. 14 f.). 48 Note also the emphasis put on the
name men have given to the planets, élÆtai, directly corresponding in meaning to Aratus’ metanãstai, and placed also at verse-end,
position which further underlines the analogy of the two terms.
Clearly Aratean is the use (l. 14) of the originally Homeric
égauÒw, not seldom applied on stars in the Phaenomena: 71, 90,
392, 469. In addition, Pseudo-Manetho’s oÓw fËla brot«n ÙnÒmhnan élÆtaw (l. 16) is a playful reminiscence of similar Aratean passages.49
The Apotelesmatica continue with the description of the axis
and poles of the sky (ll. 18–21), presented in the beginning of the
Phaenomena:
Oﬂ m¢n ım«w pol°ew te ka‹ êlludiw êlloi §Òntew
oÈran“ ßlkontai pãntÉ ≥mata sunex¢w ée¤:
aÈtår ˜ gÉ oÈdÉ Ùl¤gon metan¤ssetai, éllå mãlÉ aÏtvw
êjvn aﬁ¢n êrhren, ¶xei dÉ étãlanton èpãnth
messhgÁw ga›an, per‹ dÉ oÈranÚn aÈtÚn égine›.
(Arat. 19–23)
The numerous stars, scattered in different directions, sweep all alike
across the sky every day continuously for ever. The axis, however, does
not move even slightly from its place, but just stays for ever fixed, holds
the earth in the centre evenly balanced, and rotates the sky itself.

Pseudo-Manetho again imitates his model in opposition. Aratus
first presents the axis in regard to earth, while Pseudo-Manetho reverses the order by speaking first about the sky in regard to the
axis. The two poets continue with exactly the opposite order: Aratus proceeds with a reference to the sky while the author of the
Apotelesmatica mentions the earth and the sea in his account of the
axis rotating the universe around it (˘w per‹ pçn . . . dineÊmenow, ll.
48) This interpretation is also supported by Avienus’ translation of Aratus’
work, 908 ff. quinque itidem stellae . . . / per bis sena poli volitant rutilantia signa.
49) Cf. Arat. 92 tÒn =É êndrew §pikle¤ousi Bo≈thn, 36 ka‹ tØn m¢n KunÒsouran §p¤klhsin kal°ousi. For the astronomical connotations of §p¤klhsin
kal°ousi in Homer, see Kidd ad loc.; the phrase also in 544. Cf. also 331 f. ka¤ min
kal°ousÉ ênyrvpoi / Se¤rion, 388 NÒtion d° • kiklÆskousin, 399, 442, 476. PseudoManetho repeats this use elsewhere, for instance 2. (1) 46, 114, 136 f.
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20 f.).50 Pseudo-Manetho also transfers the emphatic and pleonastic presentation of continuity from the eternal movement of the
stars (oÈran“ ßlkontai pãntÉ ≥mata sunex¢w aﬁe¤, in Aratus), to the
eternal rotation of the world around the axis (Œka dihnek°vw dineÊmenow oÈk épolÆgei, l. 21), in Aratus described with a simple aﬁ°n.
These Aratean lines are further exploited in another passage of the
Apotelesmatica, 2. (1) 61–63. Here Pseudo-Manetho presents a
reversal of the image of Aratus, using the latter’s égine›n and the
emphatic reference to the sky (oÈranÚn aÈtÒn) to describe now the
act of the sky which rotates the stars around earth, while in his
model the sky was the object of the rotating force of the axis.51 On
the level of vocabulary, one can observe that •l¤ssesyai is commonly employed by Aratus in descriptions of stellar movement.52
Furthermore •lissÒmenow per‹ xeiª / kapn“ / fÊsaw / d¤naw are epic
formular phrases.53 The use of the verb’s active form can be seen
within the poet’s characteristic tendency for avoidance of the exact
50) Pseudo-Manetho points out that the axis turns the universe around it
passing, at the same time, through the land and the sea, or being extended across
them (see LSJ s. v. diã A 4), since it is the axis of both earth and universe and its rotating force affects the whole world (pçn); cf. for instance Posidon. fr. 3c, 29 ff. ≤ g∞
. . . ımÒkentrow m¢n t“ oÈran“ p°lei ka‹ aÈtØ ka‹ ı diÉ aÈt∞w êjvn ka‹ toË oÈranoË
m°sou tetam°now, ı dÉ oÈranÚw perif°retai per¤ te aÈtØn ka‹ per‹ tÚn êjona épÉ
énatol∞w §p‹ tØn dÊsin, sÁn aÈt“ d¢ oﬂ éplane›w ést°rew ımotaxe›w t“ pÒlƒ, Eust.
Od. 1.17,29 tÚn nohtÚn êjona nooËsi tÚn diå m°shw t∞w g∞w §lhlãmenon . . . per‹ ˜n,
…w ka‹ t“ ÉArãtƒ doke›, oÈranÚw eﬁle›tai. For the axis turning the sky around
it, cf. also Schol. on Arat. 23 periãgei, fhs¤n, ı êjvn tÚn oÈranÒn, Achilles, Eis.
28 (p. 61, l. 4 ff. Maass): »nÒmastai dÉ êjvn diå tÚ per‹ aÈtÚn êgesyai, ka‹
peridine›syai tÚn oÈranÒn. For a transitive use of dineÊesyai, in an active meaning,
cf. Diosc. AP 7.485 peridinÆsasye makr∞w énel¤gmata xa¤thw, “whirl your long
flowing locks” (Paton’s translation, in the Loeb edition). Note the tmesis in the
phrasing of Aratus (per‹ . . . égine›), imitated also by Pseudo-Manetho with his per‹
. . . dineÊmenow. Diã is constructed apo koinou with ga¤hw and pÒntou: similar constructions, with per¤, occur in book 6 of the same work, ll. 227 f. ˜ssoi dØ xyon¤ƒ te
ka‹ aﬁputãtƒ per‹ k°ntrƒ / ést°raw eÈergoÁw f«tew beba«taw ¶xousin, ktl., l. 305
tÒssÉ eﬁpΔn ét°knvn te ka‹ ésp°rmvn per‹ fvt«n.
51) For the variants attested from antiquity in regard to the reading oÈranÚn
aÈtÒn of Arat. 23 and a discussion of their possibility of rightness, see Kidd ad loc.
Kidd’s argumentation in favour of oÈranÚn aÈtÒn seems adequate for the acceptance
of this reading. ÉAgine› at verse-end, apart from Arat. 23 where the whole passage
refers, also occurs in the epic, cf. Od. 14.105, 22.198, Hes. Op. 576; also Arat. 38,
356, 623, 666, 792.
52) See Kidd on 147.
53) Cf. Il. 1.317, 18.372, 21.11, 22.95; see N. Richardson, The Iliad: A Commentary, vol. VI: books 21–24 (Cambridge 1993), on 22.95.
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repetition of the formula; it might also be a playful variation of the
Aratean account about the manufacture of the globe with its axis
and circles, through a comparison with the work of an excellent
craftsman who would to›ã te ka‹ tÒsa pãnta per‹ sfairhdÚn
•l¤ssvn (same sedes), Arat. 531.54 The use of the otherwise
Homeric strofãligj for the sky moving the stars around it recalls
the Aratean employment of the noun also on the rotation of a star;
in Arat. 43 the movement of the Small Bear is described, meiot°r˙
går pçsa peristr°fetai strofãliggi, cf. Kidd ad loc.
After the presentation of the axis, both Pseudo-Manetho (ll.
22–26) and Aratus continue with the two poles:
ka¤ min pera¤nousi dÊv pÒloi émfot°rvyen:
éllÉ ı m¢n oÈk §p¤optow, ı dÉ ént¤ow §k bor°ao
ÍcÒyen »keano›o. DÊv d° min émf‹w ¶xousai
ÖArktoi ëma troxÒvsi: tÚ dØ kal°ontai ÜAmajai.
(Arat. 24–27)
Two poles terminate it (sc. the axis) at the two ends; but one is not visible, while the opposite one in the north is high above the horizon. On
either side of it two Bears wheel in unison, and so they are called the
Wagons.

The reference to the northern pole as §p‹ krueroË Bor°v pnoiªsin
érhr≈w in the Apotelesmatica (l. 23) probably echoes Arat. 480
t«n ı m¢n §ggÊyen §st‹ katerxom°nou bor°ao, in this passage referring to the northern tropic, cf. also Arat. 241 with Kidd ad loc.
The use of égxoË for Ursa Minor is also characteristic for Pseudo-Manetho’s allusive writing in regard to Aratus; the present
passage can support Buhle’s reading of the adverb in Arat. 63 with
a reference to Ursa Major (see Kidd ad loc.), which will then be
an ëpaj legÒmenon in Aratus. ÑUcoË, an adverb often used by
Pseudo-Manetho,55 occurs once in Aratus, also at verse-end, line
509.
In his description of the tropic of Cancer (ll. 72–82), PseudoManetho is echoing Aratus 481–91 in the general principals of presentation, although differences occur, not only due to the different
54) The lines further recall Orph. fr. 235 Abel thlepÒrou d¤nhw •likaug°a
kÊklon / oÈran¤aiw strofãligji per¤dromon aﬁ¢n •l¤ssvn. For the exploitation of
the Orphic passage in the Homeric hymn 8.6, see T. W. Allen / W. R. Halliday /
E. E. Sikes, The Homeric Hymns (Oxford 1936) ad loc.
55) Cf. for instance 2. [1] 35, 47, 109, 118.
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sources the author uses,56 but also due to his taste for elegant variations. The application of the epithet briarÒw to Ophiouchus (l. 77)
is of a particular interest, as it seems to be not only a description of
a vivid artistic representation (cf. above, p. 78), but also a deliberate
allusion to Arat. 577 mogerÚn ÉOfioËxon, where mogerÒw “refers to
the effort involved in controlling the serpent” (Kidd ad loc. ). What
is more, podÚw y°nar ÑHniÒxoio (l. 81) is a direct reference to Arat.
718, where the rare in literature y°nar podÒw is applied exactly to
the Charioteer’s foot. The phrase y°reow purilamp°ow Àrhn (l. 72),
apart from recreating a Hesiodic atmosphere (see below, p. 95), is
an imitation in opposition of Aratus 850 and 977 xe¤matow Àrh.
As far as the account of the constellations of the Equator
(Apot. 2. [1] 83–92) is concerned, it is worth noting that PseudoManetho’s description of Orion’s Belt and Hydra is a careful imitation with variation of Aratus’ corresponding lines: PseudoManetho changes the adjectives, replacing Aratus’ eÈfegg°ow with
yhroktÒnou about Orion and Aratus’ aﬁyom°nhw with épeires¤hw
about Hydra, retaining, however, the Aratean structure of the two
lines (the whole line occupied by the description of Orion and
almost the same word-order, three and a half feet for Hydra in the
next line).
Pseudo-Manetho opens the description of the tropic of Capricorn (ll. 93–100) with sk°pteo (l. 94), often used by Aratus for the
introduction of a new topic.57 With his goËna / émfÒterÉ ÑUdroxÒou
ka‹ KÆteow eﬁnal¤oio / oÈrÆn, the author of the Apotelesmatica
offers a variation of Aratus’ chiastic expression about the Waterpourer and the Beast in the description of the same tropic in the
Phaenomena (l. 502).58 Now the description of Argo (ll. 97–8 ±d¢
ka‹ ÉArgoËw / pontopÒrou . . . êkra kÒrumba), apart from suggesting
an artistic representation of the ship on a globe the author has in
front of him (see above, p. 82), also echoes Aratus 686 êkra kÒrumba . . . poluteir°ow ÉArgoËw.59 ÉEstÆriktai, used by Pseudo56) For this, together with the Aratean passage, see above, under Astronomical sources.
57) Lines 778, 799, 832, 880, 892, 994 (see Kidd on 778), always at verseopening, as in the present passage of the Apotelesmatica.
58) Which echoes that of Eudoxus, oﬂ pÒdew toË ÑUdroxÒou ka‹ toË KÆtouw ≤
oÈrã (fr. 73,10 f., cf. Kidd on 502).
59) A Homeric echo (Il. 9.241), kÒrumba being a Homeric ëpaj legÒmenon,
see further Kidd ad loc.
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Manetho about the Meridian (l. 109), is used by Aratus on fixed
stars.60 Cf. also the same form in Arat. 351, same sedes.
While Pseudo-Manetho does not base his detailed description
of the Galaxy (ll. 116–28) on the Aratean one, it is noteworthy that
in his first, brief account of the Galaxy (ll. 51–3), the author of the
Apotelesmatica is inspired by the relevant Aratean passage, especially ll. 470 and 477:
e‡ pot° toi nuktÚw kayar∞w, ˜te pãntaw égauoÊw
ést°raw ényr≈poiw §pide¤knutai oÈran¤h NÊj,
(. . .)
e‡ pot° toi t∞mÒsde per‹ fr°naw ·keto yaËma
skecam°nƒ pãnt˙ kekeasm°non eÈr°Û kÊklƒ
oÈranÒn, μ ka¤ t¤w toi §piståw êllow ¶deije
ke›no periglhn¢w troxalÒn (Gãla min kal°ousi):
t“ dÆ toi xroiØn m¢n él¤gkiow oÈk°ti kÊklow
dine›tai, ktl.

(469–78)

If ever on a clear night, when all the brilliant stars are displayed to men
by celestial Night, . . . if ever at such a time a wondering has come into
your mind when you observed the sky split all the way round by a
broad circle, or someone else standing beside you has pointed out to
you that star-emblazoned wheel (men call it the Milk), no other circle
that rings the sky is like it in colour, etc.

Characteristic for Pseudo-Manetho’s style is, once more, the adjectival variation of Aratus’ oÈran¤h NÊj with émbros¤h, a Homeric adjective for night (see below, p. 95), the connection between
Aratus and the Apotelesmatica further reinforced with the same
metrical position of the two phrases. Similarly, although PseudoManetho’s source for the description of the Zodiac (ll. 129–40) is
clearly not Aratus (see above, p. 86), it is interesting to note that his
account of the Maiden recalls the famous Aratean description of
how Justice, disappointed of people’s malice, abandoned the world
when the Bronze Age men succeeded those of the Golden and Silver Age, and went to live in the sky (Arat. 96–136). Apot. 2. (1)
134 f. recalls Arat. 97 Pary°non, ¥ =É §n xeir‹ f°rei Stãxun aﬁglÆenta in combination with another Aratean passage, the account about
Justice’s disapproval of the Silver Age men and her longing for
those of the Golden Age, line 116 poy°ousa palai«n ≥yea la«n.
60) Probably echoing Il. 4.443 and Hes. Th. 779; see Kidd on Arat. 10. For
the special association of the verb with the stars, cf. the discussion about its etymology in regard to Arat. l. 10 in Achilles’ Commentary ad loc. (p. 84 Maass) parå
tÚ §sthr¤xyai ±tumolÒghse t«n ést°rvn tÚ ˆnoma. ÖAlloi d° fasin épÚ ÉAstra¤ou.
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Other literary echoes: Homer, Hesiod, Apollonius, Manilius
The epic style of Pseudo-Manetho’s work invites reference to
old epic and indeed encompasses echoes mainly from Homer and
Hesiod creatively exploited and adjusted in the new context. It
would be sufficient here to refer to certain characteristic cases, including adaptations and variations of epic formulas. Such is fËla
brot«n (l. 16), a variation of the epic fËlÉ ényr≈pvn.61 F¤low,
again, an adjective commonly used in epic formulas, freely combined with various nouns in a sense equivalent to the possessive
pronoun, ‘my’, ‘your’ (patr¤w ga›a, yumÒw, uﬂÒw, êloxow, etc.);
Pseudo-Manetho attaches it to éoidÆ (l. 17) to indicate his own
poetry, attaching thus his work, from the opening section, to the
didactic tradition, as it is exactly this genre, described as éoidÆ, that
the Muses taught Hesiod, according to his own testimony.62
Katå kÒsmon (l. 15) is an epic expression meaning ‘properly’,
‘in a becoming way’, ‘in order’.63 If we place the phrase in an adjunct with the “signs” (ka‹ de¤khlÉ), as Koechly does, we are obliged either to connect two terms not syntactically equal and have another katã meant (“in neat order and through the signs”), which
would result to an impossible construction, or take kÒsmow to mean
‘world’ and translate “through the world and the signs”, which is
unlikely after diå kÊklou ZvdiakoË, especially when émeibÒmenoi
invites the adverbial sense of katå kÒsmon = “in order”. Given that
G most probably transmits the manuscript’s reading,64 the nonsense AÉ d¤khlÉ of the codex could be corrected to éllÆktvw65 or
61) Od. 3.282, 7.307, 15.409, h. Apol. 161, al., Hes. fr. 1,1.
62) Th. 22 a· nÊ poyÉ ÑHs¤odon kalØn §d¤dajan éoidÆn. Cf. also Hes. Th. 31
§n°pneusan d° moi éoidÆn, if this variant, instead of the vulgate reading aÈdÆn, is
correct, see West ad loc. ÉAe¤dein has become common in expressions of self-referentiality in poetry, and poets do speak of their work in the first person with this
verb, cf. for instance Theogn. 4, Pind. N. 5.50, N. 10.31. Callimachus often uses the
verb, especially in pieces of programmatic importance: frr. 1.33 drÒson ∂n m¢n
ée¤dv, 612.1 émãrturon oÈd¢n ée¤dv, H. 2.106; cf. H. 1.1, ibid. 92, H. 2.31.
63) Il. 2.214, 8.12, 10.472, 11.48, al.
64) “Gronovius summa fide codicem descripsit” (Koechly 1851, iii). “Hunc
poetam summa cum cura primum ex MS bibliothecae Mediceae manu mea descripsi,
deinde numerum versuum ad MS exegi”, according to Gronovius himself (Praefatio 4).
65) The poet uses êllhkta (3. [2] 206) and êllhkton (3. [2] 252) also as adjectives.
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eÈkÆlvw.66 Koechly’s less radical suggestion ín de¤khlÉ, “through
the signs”, cannot be excluded.
Epic colour is again not absent from the description of the axis
(ll. 18–21): étrug°tow pÒntow (l. 20) is an epic formula;67 furthermore, the whole line echoes the epic contrasting pair land-sea, with
a variation by the use of pÒntow instead of yãlassa.68 ÉAmbros¤h
nÊj (l. 52) is a playful variation of Aratus’ oÈran¤h nÊj (l. 270, see
above, p. 93), but also a Homeric reminiscence, as émbros¤h nÊj
occurs at verse-end thrice in the Odyssey.69 Pukinªsi §n‹ fres¤n
(l. 58) is again Homeric.70 The epic tone is heard also in line 63, with
the formulaic d›an xyÒna.71
In his description of the tropic of Cancer, by his y°reow purilamp°ow Àrhn (l. 72), apart from echoing Aratus (see above, p. 92),
Pseudo-Manetho colours his picture with a Hesiodic touch, as he
produces a variation of an expression of the didactic epic, cf.
Op. 584 y°reow kamat≈deow Àr˙, ibid. 664 y°reow kamat≈deow
Àrhw, both at hexameter-end.72 It is also worth noting that the adjective Pseudo-Manetho attributes to the Lion, xaropÒw (l. 76) is a
Homeric ëpaj legÒmenon, Od. 11.611, where it describes nothing
other than lions, xaropo¤ te l°ontew.73
In his account of the tropic of Capricorn Pseudo-Manetho
gives Argo (ll. 97 ff. ÉArgoËw . . . pontopÒrou) its Homeric adjective,
which appears the only time we hear about the ship in Homer, Od.
12.69 f. pontopÒrow nhËw, / ÉArgΔ pçsi m°lousa. DiÉ aﬁy°row in l. 98
is in its Homeric sedes, before the bucolic diaeresis.74 In his description of the stars of the Southern circle, Pseudo-Manetho refers
to the construction of Argo by Athena (ll. 104 f.);75 I have correct66) Cf. Hesych. eÎkhla, eÈprep∞.
67) Il. 15.27, Od. 5.84,140, 7.79, al., Hes. Th. 241, 696.
68) Il. 14.204 ga¤hw n°rye kaye›se ka‹ étrug°toio yalãsshw, cf. h. Hom. 22,2
ga¤hw kinht∞ra ka‹ étrug°toio yalãsshw, Hes. Th. 413 mo›ran ¶xein ga¤hw te ka‹
étrug°toio yalãsshw (with West ad loc. ).
69) 4.427, 4.574, 7.283.
70) Pukinåw fr°naw, Il. 14.294, h. Ven. 38, 243.
71) Cf. Eust. on Il. 24.532 (950) XyΔn d¢ d›a, kayå ka‹ yãlassa, diå tÚ ¶ntimon.
72) The Homeric formula is ¶arow / eﬁarinØ Àrh, Il. 2.471, 16.643, al.
73) For the characteristic use of the adjective on animals’ eyes and its other
meanings in literature, see Kidd on Arat. 394.
74) Il. 2.458, 17.425, 19.351.
75) See Ap. Rh. 1.111,527,551, al., see F. Vian, Apollonios de Rhodes, Argonautiques, t. I, 55 n. 112. For the construction of the ship from pines of Pelion, cf.
Hdt. 4.179, Eur. Med. 3 f., Ap. Rh. 1.386 with Vian ad loc.
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ed the temoËsa of the codex (if Koechly reports accurately the
reading of the manuscript, the rare in poetry Attic aorist participle
temoËsa [¶temon] is almost surely a mistake, as we should have
the epic [and also generally used] participle tamoËsa) to kamoËsa
because not only is this adjective far more appropriate for the description of the construction of an artefact in this phrasing and syntax,76 but is actually repeatedly used by Apollonius on the same
subject (cf. 1.111 aÈtØ går ka‹ n∞a yoØn kãme, 3.340 n∞a dÉ ÉAyhna¤h Pallåw kãmen). Apot. 2. (1) 104 f. is thus a playful combination with variation of these passages and Ap. Rh. 2.1187 f. tØn går
ÉAyhna¤h texnÆsato ka‹ tãme xalk“ / doÊrata Phliãdow koruf∞w
pãra.
In its normal Homeric sedes is also êcorrow in the description
of the constellations of the Galaxy (l. 125): the variation in regard
to tradition lies here in that it is the adverb êcorron that usually
occupies the verse-opening in Homer.77 The epic tone rings
through the lines in the account about the Meridian (ll. 109–11);78
±–hn o‰mon (l. 110) further seems a variation of the Homeric formula about water and air, Ígrå k°leuya, Il. 1.312, Od. 3.71, 4.842,
al., ±erÒenta k°leuya, Od. 20.64.
It should not go unattended, in this discussion, that Manilius
is occasionally echoed in the text of Pseudo-Manetho. In an instance of his account of the Meridian (ll. 110 f.), the author takes
up Manilius’ discernit diem (1.635). Interesting is also Apot. 2. (1)
73, which opens the account about the Tropic of Cancer, with
Olympus indicating the sky, as often in Manilius,79 also at verseend; the image moreover recalls Man. 1.576 ingenti spira totum
76) There is no reference to the trees which could be ‘cut’ by Athena, to justify the use of t°mnein, and this verb cannot be forced to mean ‘make’, as if it were
kãmnein: meaningless is the rendering of Koechly (1851): “et gubernaculum navis,
quam summis secans / Pelii in verticibus Minerva posuit in stellis Argo”. Salvini (39)
renders “ed il timone della nave / cui di Pelio tagliando dalla cima, / Argo, Pallade
pose infra le stelle” as if the text had §k koruf∞w, which is Gronovius’ reading, and
so probably indeed the reading of the transmitted text, but seems to be rightly corrected by Koechly to §n korufa›w. Likewise the ékrotÒmoisi that is the reading of
Gronovius, and also presumably that of the codex, is most probably rightly corrected to ékrotãt˙si.
77) Il. 4.152, 7.413, 12.74, 16.376, 21.382, Od. 10.558, 11.63.
78) Cf. Il. 21.111 ¶ssetai μ ±Δw μ de¤lh μ m°son ∑mar, Hes. Op. 404 xrei«n
te lÊsin, ibid. 810 eﬁnåw dÉ ≤ m°ssh §p‹ de¤ela l≈ion ∑mar. Cf. Kidd on Arat. 118.
De¤elon in Pseudo-Manetho (l. 110) occurs at the Hesiodic sedes.
79) For instance 1. 576, [595], 609, 634, 711, al.
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praecingit Olympum, on the Equator “girding” the sky like a ring.
In his description of the constellations of the Galaxy and while
speaking about the “turning” of the Galaxy after the feet of Centaur and before Argo (ll. 124 f.), Pseudo-Manetho’s phrasing again
seems modelled on Manilius’ rursusque ascendere caelum / incipit
(ll. 693 f.), an echo which can imply a similar depiction of the stars
on the globes the two authors used (see above, p. 86 f.), but also
Pseudo-Manetho’s acquaintance with the text of Manilius. Pseudo-Manetho’s remarks about the invisibility of all circles which
can be grasped only by the intellect, apart from the Galaxy and the
Zodiac (ll. 31 f., 57 f.), are parallel to Manilius’ account of the Zodiac (ll. 677 ff.): nec visus aciemque fugit tantumque notari / mente
potest, sicut cernuntur mente priores, / sed nitet ingenti stellatus
balteus orbe, etc.
In general it can be observed that the author follows the
Alexandrian literary practice according to which poets produce
variations of one another’s verses and their writings are full of
echoes of the works of the past in the fashion of the arte allusiva.
His playful use primarily of Aratus as well as of Homeric and Hesiodic formulas reveals that he, a poeta doctus, consciously places
himself in the Hellenistic tradition of poetry writing and that he
tries to find creative ways to exploit the possibilities the diction of
the great works offers him, incorporating their expressions, phrasings and images in his composition through constant variations
which endow his verses with the sense of an elegant balance between originality and freshness on one hand and the expected epic
grandeur and dignity on the other.
***
Granted the loss of numerous astronomical treatises and,
needless to say, that of the various illustrations in painting and
sculpture of the celestial globe of Antiquity it is impossible to
reconstruct the exact models of the first lines of book 2 of the
Apotelesmatica. Our extant evidence, however, does allow certain
observations in the course of suggesting possible passages the
author might have consulted. It is obvious and beyond doubt that
Aratus’ work constituted a source of inspiration for PseudoManetho who uses the text of his Hellenistic predecessor with a
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constant reference to its updated commentaries, and also with the
help of a globe which he in fact seems describing, perhaps a globe
similar to that of Manilius. From this point of view his work is
comparable to that of Aratus for a further reason: the author of the
Apotelesmatica imitates the poet of the Phaenomena in that he also
treats his model, Aratus, in a critical way, as Aratus too was not
absolutely faithful in his rendering of Eudoxus, but had occasionally deviated from his model following his own observations and
research. Pseudo-Manetho is thus continuing the practice of a critical and imaginative dialogue on both literary and scientific
grounds his Hellenistic predecessor introduced and aspires to a
poetic composition based on the astronomical knowledge of his
era which has, at the same time, strong roots in the didactic genre
and in the epic tradition more generally.
Leukosia
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